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cc PS/SOS (L&B) 
PS/Mr Scott (L&B) 
PS/PUS (UB) 
Mr Bourn 
Mr Angel 
Mr Merifield 
Mr Gilliland 
Mr Palrrer 
Mr Boys Smith 
Mr Jackson 

tUl'E OF A MEETIN3 BE'IWEEN MR SCOTI' AND MR ROBINSON AT S'IDRMJNT CAS'ILE ON 
FRIDAY 9 MARCH 1984 AT 16.30 

Those Present: 

Mr Scott 
Mr Palrrer 
Mr Jackson 
Mr Beattie 
Ms Marson 

Mr Robinson 
Mr Carson 
MrM:::Kee 
Mr Hugh Smyth 
Mr Black 
Mr Martin 

Mr Robinson opened the meeting by saying that the Loyalist prisoners had been on 

protest because they felt that the prison regime could not guarantee their safety 

frcrn attacks by Republican prisoners. The Loyalist prisoners decided sore weeks 

ago that it was unjust for Republican prisoners to enjoy the benefits of the 

Loyalist prisoners' non-conformity. Mr Robinson said that he hoped the prison 

authorities would consider humanely the Loyalist prisoners' decision to call off 

their protest. He said he had seen correspondence frcrn the Minister saying that 

should the protest end, Mr Scott would be in a position to consider remission; 

Mr Robinson said he had also seen the concessions that had been made to Republican 

prisoners when they ended the hunger strike. 

The Minister said he had made clear in the House of Camons on the day of the 

announcement of the ending of the Loyalist protest, that he would welcome such a 

rrove. However , the criteria for being a conforming prisoner was that one accept ed 

the Governor's orders on work and accamodation. The only indication the Governrrent 

had had on this issue, was when the prison authorities attempted to put 10 Loyalist 

and 10 Republican prisoners into one of the wings, and 6 of the 10 Loyalists refused. 

The Minister said there were two ways in which remission could be restored: 

( i) a blanket scherre could be introduced, as it had been at the end of the 

hunger strike, when Loyalist prisoners had benefited frcrn it as well. 
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(ii) the Governor could, if a prisoner behaved well, decide to restore 

sane remission. 

The Minister pointed out that only about one-third of the Loyalist protesters were 

in a position to benefit from any restoration of remission anyway. 

Mr Carson said he thought that the recent mixed wing trial had been a test case. 

He felt it was pointless to attempt to integrate prisoners on a one to one basis, 

since at the end of the day it v.ould rrean there were around 200 Republicans left 

over. 

Mr McKee said there were Loyali st prisoners in Magilligan who were conforming by 

working (although they were eating their rreals in their cells) who had not had any 

remission restored to them. The Minister was able to tell Mr McKee that sare 

prisoners at Magilligan had had remission restored by the Governor and he reminded 

Mr McKee that there was no blanket arrangerrent for remission. 

Mr Smyth told the Minister that if he continued to mix Loyalist prisoners with 

Republicans it would end up with a prisoner being killed . The Minister pointed 

out that the only prisoner to have been killed in the prison so far had been the 

Loyalist murdered by another in a segregated wing. The Minister wondered if the 

delegation were urging him to segregate prisoners at Belfast and Magilligan prisons 

also . The Minister said he wanted to make it quite clear once and for all that 

there was no question of the Governrrent agreeing to a prison system where prisoners 

would be able to divide into paramilitary groupings as part of the normal prison 

syst em. 

Mr Robinson argued at great length that the Governrrent was treat ing Republican 

prisoners more favourably than Loyalist ones since the promise of restoration of 

remission had been given rapidly after the ending of the hunger strike. The Minister 

pointed out that restoration of remission had not been granted to Republican 

prisoners at the end of their no work protest and that Loyalists had also benefited 

from restoration of remission at the end of the hunger strike . 

Mr Robinson wanted to know if there was any truth in the nmour that the 10 

Loyalist prisoners had been mixed with Republican prisoners who had been known to 

threaten violence to them . The Minister said that on this occasion the violence 

had been initiated by the Loyalist prisoners. Mr Robinson commented that this evened 

the situtation up. 
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Mr Rcbinson wanted to knoW if the Minister was saying that he was not prepared to 
respond to the Loyalist prisoners on this occasion as his predecessor had to 
Republican prisoners. The Minister told Mr Robinson that he had sirtply not made up 
his mind yet. 

The Minister agreed with Mr Carson that if the prison officers' dispute was over, 
making rrore work available, it would make it easier for the Loyalist protesters 
to g;J back to work. 

The Minister concluded the meeting by summarising the delegations' message to 
him as being: 

(i) 'NQuld he make up his mind about the restoration of remission as soon 
as possible; and 

(ii ) would his decision be that such remission should be restored. 

The Minister agreed to write to Mr Smyth with details of punishments awarded to 
Loyalist prisoners in recent disturbances in carparison to those handed to Republi can 
prisoners. 

CLAIRE MARSON 
PS/Mr Scott 

12 March 1984 
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